The Existing land use (ELU) denoted on the maps do not mean grant of permission to existing buildings/developments in violation to the local and/or popular usage.

The ELU survey and mapping is in accordance with provisions of KTCP Act, 1961 and KPA Rules.

Name of localities/land marks are indicative in nature and for reference purpose only. The annotations and spellings may vary as per area measurements or boundaries, the respective revenue records and relevant land records from the respective offices shall be referred to establish relative location of various plan elements. While the locations are accurate, the shape or dimensions have been derived from other map sources. Therefore, the sites or land parcels indicated on these maps should not be scaled or used and are provided to establish relative location of various plan elements.
Note:

- Areas are measured in Hectares.
- The map shows the existing land use (ELU) data.
- The ELU survey and mapping is in accordance with provisions of KTCP Act, 1961 and KPA Rules.
- The ELU denoted on the maps do not mean grant of permission to existing buildings/developments in violation to the provisions of the KTCP Act, 1961 and KPA Rules.
- Any discrepancy in the extent of forest and the ground reality/situation shall be resolved as per ground condition/actual measurement survey shall prevail.
- For any references related to village or parcel boundaries, or area measurements or boundaries, the respective revenue records and relevant land records from the respective offices shall be referred.
- The map is a revision of the master plan for Bangalore Development Authority.